
BBQ: Look At My Awesome Life 
A BBQ picture quest for 1 – 4 players 

Go to the bbq and win at life by taking a picture that shows off your awesome life.  
Or, at least, try to look more awesome than your friends do. 

Overview 
The goal of ‘Look at my awesome life’ is to go to your neighborhood bbq and take a picture that 
best shows off your awesome life. 

Awesome looking people give you more look-at-my-awesome-life (lamal) points , and 
whoever has the most points at the end wins the game.  

Neighbors  
You need these people to make the perfect look-at-my-awesome-life  bbq picture. Like 
snowflakes, all of them are special in their own way. Every neighbor has:  

- A speed score.  
Some neighbors are easier to get to pose with you for your picture. 
Whoever played the neighbor with the lowest speed score goes first.  
 
 
 
- A lamal score 
Some neighbors make your picture look better than others. 
- An ability 
Everyone can do something special. For example, some need  someone 
else to look good, some push other people around and others can cut 

right between people.  
 

Setting up the game 
1. All players draw 5 neighbors as their starting hand. 

2. Place the remaining neigbors on the table, this is the drawpile.  

3. Draw 1 neighbor card and place it next to the drawpile. This is the first new arrival to the 
bbq. Don’t worry, he will not have to wait long for others.  

Note: The ‘stuff’ and ‘you’ cards are used for the advanced version of the game and we advise you learn the 
basic game without them.  
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How to play 
‘Look at my awesome life’ is played in rounds. Every round starts with new neighbors arriving at 
the bbq and players selecting a neighbor to play that turn. Then, in turns, players place their 
neighbor in a picture and select one of the arriving neighbors to take in their hand. When 1 player 
has at 10 or more neighbors in his picture at the end of a round, the game ends. A round consists 
of 5 parts. Repeat until the game has finished.  

1. New arrivals to the bbq  
Awesome people arriving? 
Draw  a number of neighbors from the neighbor pile equal to the number of players and place 
them next to the neighbor already waiting next to the drawpile. These neighbors can be grabbed 
at the end of a players turn.  

2. Selecting a neighbor 
Shhhh, this is top secret!  
All players simultaneously choose a neighbor from their hand and place it face down in front of 
them.  

3. Reveal neighbors 
The more willing someone is to pose for your picture the quicker things go. 
All players simultaneously reveal their neighbors. The player that reveals the neighbor with the 
lowest speedscore takes his/her turn first. The player with the highest speedscore goes last. 

4. Players take their turns 
Every turn you do 3 things. 
1: Place your neighbor in a picture 
Put a badass on your picture or send a loser to your friends 
You may place your neighbor on the outside of your picture or your 
friends’ picture. You may not place your neighbor between other 
neighbors already waiting to have their picture taken.  

2: Use your neighbors ability 
Can your neighbor do something cool? Go for it! 
Just do whatever the neighbor card tells you to, or not, if you don’t feel like it.  
Note: The abilities of 2 cards, Butcher bill and dogwalker jenkins, are useless until you add the stuff cards, this is 
fine.  

3: Grab a newly arrived neighbor 
Call over whoever you think is awesome, or would look too good standing next to your friends.  
Choose and take one of neighbors that has arrived to the BBQ. When all players have taken their 
turn there should be one neighbor left who, hopefully, gets picked next turn. 

5. Check if the game ends 
Sadly, only so many people fit in a picture. 
If any player has 10 or more neighbors in his picture, the final photo’s are taken and the game 
ends. If not, play another round.  
Note: In the current version there might be slightly too few cards. If the neighbor pile is empty you play without 
any new neighbors arriving.  
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Winning: Who has the most lookatmyawesomelife picture? 
At the end of the game the player with the most look-at-my-awesome-life  points  wins the 

game. Add  points from:  

1) Your picture 
Awesome people look awesome together! 

Count all  from your neighbors in the picture and stuff cards.  
Note: If you have to do math, first you add or subtract points, then you multiply points. Making a neighbor 0 
lamal goes last and is final.  

2) Your longest row of neighbors of the same color 
It always looks better when friends are standing together! 

What is the longest row of the same color neighbors in a row? Add 2 per neighbor in that row. 

Team play 
With 4 players it is recommended to play as 2 teams of 2 players.  
All rules remain the same, you still all have your own ‘you’ card and are making separate 
pictures, you just add the scores and have to work together now.  

At the end of the game, simply, add the points of both team-members to see which team 
took the most look-at-my-awesome-life pictures.  
We also suggest that players are not allowed to show each other their cards but are allowed to 
talk about their cards, just as long everyone can hear you.  

Playing the real game: adding stuff cards  
During the BBQ some stuff will be laying around that you can 
use. Just ask your neighbors to pick it up as they are coming 
your way, the only downside is that it will slow them down a bit.  

Set up: Place the pile of stuff cards on the table.  

How to play: Every turn, as you reveal the arriving neighbors, 
also place a stuff card on the table. If there is still a stuff card 
on the table from the last round, remove the old card.  

When your turn comes up and still available, before placing 
your neighbor, you may choose to take the stuff card instead. 
Take the card and do what it says. Stuff cards cannot be saved 
and played later. The exception is that you may not take the 
stuff card when you are the last player to take their turn this 
round.  

The downside to taking stuff is that you have to wait with playing your turn until all other players 
have taken their turns. This means you place your neighbor, use their ability and take a new 
neighbor last this round.  
Note: ‘Friend collector’ stuff-card is pretty useless without ‘you’ cards, this is not a big deal.  
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Playing the advanced game: adding You cards  
Last but not least, this is you!  When you start out you are just 
standing there, all alone, shouting at people to come stand next to 

you and take the perfect picture.  
 

Set up: At the start of the game, every player gets a random ‘you’ 
card and places it in front of them. ‘You’ is the first start of your 
picture line.  

How to play: The ‘You’ card counts as a neighbor in every way, 

except it does not have a color and is not worth  . Instead, the 
card is ‘friendly’ with neighbors from one of the 5 colors. That color 
is ‘your color’.  This means two things:  

1) Other players cannot switch around  neighbors of that color in  your picture.  

2) You gain +5  points if you end the game with more neighbors in  your hand of ‘your color’ 
than any other player has.  

Note: ‘You’ cards having no color means they can be switched around by opponents and do not count 
towards making a row of neighbors of the same color.  

 

Clarifications about some cards  
 

Butcher Bill ability happens first, even though he is slower than others. He is just that 
menacing.  

 

 

Harry Swiddles counts as every color when played, at the same time. This means:  
- He count as a blue card when next to baby swiddleston, papi ramirez and troy 
Jackson Jr..  
- He counts as any color to make a row of neighbors of the same color.  

- He counts as every color a neighbor gets points added or subtracted for other 
cards in your picture of the same color. This all happens at the same time.  
However, this is only when played. In your hand he is just yellow. 
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